In medium to low bit rate speech codecs the speech signal is represented by a set of parameters. The most important concept is presently Code Excited Linear Predictive (CELP) coding. A speech segment of typically 10 to 20ms is described in terms of prediction coefficients, gain factors and excitation vectors. Due to the high compression rates (0.5-1.5 bits per speech sample) the parameters are partly highly sensitive against channel noise.
INTRODUCTION
Speech coding is indispensable to achieve a the required bandwidth efficiency in applications where bandwidth is a limited resource, as e.g. in digital mobile telecommunication. In contrary to fixed network transmission, the mobile radio channel suffers from a variety of adverse effects such as multi-path propagation and Doppler spread that make it very hard to guarantee data transmission at low error rates. This can only be achieved by a combination of interleaving, channel coding and equalization.
Especially at high compression rates (e.g. 0.5-1.5 bits per speech sample), which are achievable by modem CELP codecs, the compressed speech data becomes extremely vulnerable. Therefore, in current mobile systems powerful FonvurdError Correction (FEC) schemes, usually based on convolutional codes, are applied for protection. In order to adapt such channel codes to the source codec, Unequal Error Protection (UEP) is used, i.e. significant bits of a coded speech segment are highly protected, whereas less significant bits have weaker error protection. We present a new, parameter-oriented, non-linear precoding technique, combined with a soft bit parameter estimation unit at the receiving point [I]. By this an implicit UEP for the bits of a source parameter is achieved, such that the commonly observed MSB-LSB characteristic of the parameter bits is removed and the mean uarameter distortion due to the erroneous transmission is A further advantage of the presented non-linear precoding technique is its high flexibility in terms of partitioning a given gross data rate for source coding and error protection. Here it is even possible to implement non-integer source coding rates while fully exploiting the fractional.part to increase the error robustness. This flexibility makes non-linear precoding attractive for AMR systems where the partitioning into the source and the channel coding rate is performed adaptively during operation.
The paper is structured as follows: First, we give a brief review of soft bit source decoding. In section 3 we present the principle of linear precoding [3, 4] which is generalized to the new non-linear precoding scheme in section 4. Simulation results will be given in section 5. Recently [5, 1] parameter estimation was proposed to realize soft bit source decoding. This approach becomes especially attractive when used together with efficient soft output decoders for convolutional codes [6,7].
S o n BIT SOURCE DECODING
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Figure 1 : Transmission system (IA: index assignment, PRE: precoding, EST estimation) Fig. 1 depicts a model of the transmission system. In the index assignment (IA) block to each of the (vector-)quantized CELP parameters U, V, .. , a value-specific bit pattern is assigned, e.g. parameter U is encoded by agroup of M bits u1, u2, .., UM. The bits ill, .., U M , V I , .. are compiled to a block x and convolutionally encoded. The coded bits y are transmitted over the channel, which is described by the additive noise n. The channel decoder processes the received values z and yields two outputs: Hard decision bits 2 and reliability information in terms of a posteriori probabilities Pr(Z=zIz) for single bits. This information enables the estimation unit to compute parameter estimates 0, P, .. . One possible decision rule can be derived from the Muximum A Posteriori (MAP) criterion, which minimizes the symbol probability of error:
U From estimation theory it is well known that the optimal estimator in the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) sense is given by
0
The estimated parameter value can directly be processed by the speech decoder. In applications where channel decoder and speech decoder are at spatially distant locations, a problem may occur due to the increased data rate that has to be transmitted to transport the reliability information to the speech decoder. This can easily be solved by moving the estimator from the speech decoder site to the channel decoder site. Then the estimated parameter values 0, P, .. have to be re-quantized. To avoid performance degradation, the quantizer codebook must contain all original centroids of the corresponding parameter quantizer in the speech encoder. In most cases a one-to-one copy of this initial quantizer is sufficient for the re-quantization.
LINEAR PRECODING
The estimation gain of the approach presented in the last section can significantly be improved by redundant precoding. Linear precoding was recently presented in [3,4]. In linear precoding an adequate linear code is used at the transmitter site to generate parity bits for the parameter bits U;. A simple example for such a code is the Single Purify Check (SPC) code, which adds a single parity bit up. computed as the modulo 2 sum (e) of all parameter bits: up =BE, U;. The parity bit is transmitted as an extra parameter bit. At the receiver, it is not used for conventional error detection, but as additional soft information to enhance the estimation of the parameter a posteriori probabilities:
The enhancement mechanism can intuitively be understood by noting that the term Pr(icp =uplz) is close to one if the received parity bit fits to a certain parameter code and approaches zero if it does not. Thus the a posteriori probabilities of parameter values with correct parity bits are increased while the others are diminished. The extension of this linear precoding technique to more complex linear codes is straightforward.
It should be noted, that in a system with a constant gross data rate, the error protection by subsequent channel coding becomes weaker, as the additional parity bits increase the net rate before channel encoding. We implemented the complete transmission system with linear precoding for the Line Spectrum Frequencies (LSF) codebook indices of a Variable Rate (VR)-CELP [4]. Informal listening tests proved that the degradation due to weaker error protection is clearly over-compensated by the gain attained by linear precoding.
NON-LINEAR PRECODING
Non-linear precoding may be seen as a generalization of linear precoding with the aim to adapt the code to both the parameter generating process and the channel characteristics with respect to a maximum end-to-end parameter SNR. While in linear precoding the valid codewords' are determined by the parity equations of the linear code (e.g. for the SPC only codewords with even number of ones), we will now allow any subset consisting of Q codewords taken from the set of 2N N-bit patterns to be a potential code, where Q needs no longer to be a power of two. In this case we obtain in general a code which does not fulfill the algebraic linearity condition any more. The rate of this code consequently is 9.
The code design has to solve the following task: Select a subset of Q codewords from the set of 2N bit patterns and assign them to the possible parameter values. Both design steps, selection and assignment, must be performed such, that the end-to-end parameter distortion is minimized, i.e. This is a non-trivial task due to the immense amount of possible variations; in fact there are $ possibilities. If we want to precode e.g. a 4 bit-parameter with a 7 bit-code, about lozoo assignments are possible. This simple example shows, that a full search for the optimal assignment is not feasible. However, the design task can be interpreted as a generalized Index Assignment (IA) problem. Therefore, it is possible to adapt the algorithms originally developed for the IA problem [8, 91 to the precoder design task. The basic idea of these algorithms is, starting from an initial codeword assignment, to select two parameter values and interchange their dedicated codewords. If this modified IA yields a reduced cost value (S), it is accepted, otherwise the previous one is recovered and the interchanging of two other codeword assignments is checked. This procedure is repeated until a local minimum of the cost function is reached. The resulting code will, in general, be non-linear.
Provided that the error events affecting single codeword bits are statistically independent, the joint pdf p(U, z) in (S), which is often difficult to compute if channel coding is involved, can be approximated by the error probability of a simple Binary Symmetric
Channel (BSC) model. Although being a rough approximation, our experiments showed, that it gives nearly as good results as a complex description. With pe denoting the error probability of the BSC, U the codeword assigned to the actual parameter value U and ii the received codeword yielding the estimate3 0, we get the simplified cost function
The notation lu@QI represents the Hamming distance of two codewords.
21n the sequel, we will use the term codeword for the bit pattern that is assigned to a parameter value by the precoding process 3As the BSC generates a countable number of different error events on the N code bits, the number of possible estimates in this case is also countable.
SIMULATIONS
To show the performance of the new precoding scheme we perform two experiments. In both experiments the source parameter is modelled by a white, Gaussian distributed process U with vari- In the second experiment, non-linear precoding in combination with constant rate convolutional coding is compared to a UEP system. For the precoding approach we drop the restriction that M = ld(Q) has to be an integer value by applying an LMQ, whose number of centroids is not a power of two; actually we set Q = 10.
Non-linear precoding at rate 9 fills up the fractional source coding rate to 4 bivparameter. As in the first experiment, the precoded parameters are additionally protected by a convolutional code. In comparison, we consider an RCPC-UEP scheme with a 16 level LMQ and three different channel coding rates (MSB), f (bit 2 and 1) and 4 (LSB), thus achieving the same gross bit rate as in the system with precoding. Fig. 3 depicts the simulation results. It can clearly be seen, that by non-linear precoding it is possible to compromise between quantization exactness and channel robustness in a very efficient manner. The advantage of this concept can be seen regarding the following example: Assume that due to system constraints it is sufficient to provide an end-to-end parameter S N R of 15 dB (dashed horizontal line in Fig. 3) 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a robust scheme for the transmission of source parameters over a noisy channel, which is based on soft bit source decoding and a new non-linear precoding technique. The approach can efficiently be used in combination with conventional FEC. Simulations show, that the new non-linear scheme outperforms linear precoding. In comparison to UEP with hard source decoding, a gain of 1.7 dB in terms of E,/No could be obtained. Non-linear precoding allows a very flexible exchange of error robustness and quantiztion precision due to its ability to exploit non-integer bit rates for error protection without entropy encoding. This makes it also a dedicated means to realize AMR systems.
